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Technology Verification Process

Bioenergy Technology Verification Process:
https://www.energy.gov/eere/bioenergy/bioenergy-technology-verification-process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Bioenergy Technologies Office (BETO) often requires funding opportunity announcement (FOA) award recipients to comply with technical and economic verification of their novel chemical, biological, and thermochemical technologies at the R&D, pilot, demo, and commercial scale. The Technology Verification process captures quantifiable performance metrics and measures progress over the life of a project, ensuring taxpayer dollars are spent wisely. Data management is an essential component of this process to ensure that the verification process benefits both DOE and FOA award recipients by.

https://www.energy.gov/eere/bioenergy/bioenergy-technology-verification-process
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Verification Process: Purpose

Bioenergy Technology Verification Process:
https://www.energy.gov/eere/bioenergy/bioenergy-technology-verification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Establishing clear metrics for successProviding rigorous, independent, third-party technical analysis and risk assessmentSupporting project and portfolio planningMaximizing the value of research dollarsIncreasing likelihood of project successPromoting transparency

https://www.energy.gov/eere/bioenergy/bioenergy-technology-verification
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• Intimidating for the 
project team

• Challenging to navigate 
and analyze

• Nearly impossible to 
discuss / visualize

Verification Process: Technical Datasheets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data has been historically collected in technical datasheets, this has multiple disadvantages. -Trouble with compliance-Poor usability-Post-project analysis is fully manual-Trends away from standardized and easily searchable-Version control issues-Data isn’t always universally accessible or consolidated-Inefficient
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Collects high level data that is 
important for project teams and DOE 
to communicate and demonstrate 
success. 

The Data Solution

The Verify Database

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The development of this system allows for proprietary data to be collected and shared amongst necessary individuals.
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Verify Database Design

1. Accessible and Flexible Data Collection
Data is easily collected and shared from the project team to the Verification 
team and DOE.

2. Secure and Centralized Data
Data shared between project teams (national labs, private entities etc) and 
DOE is secure and in a centralized location hosted on the cloud.

3. Enable Project and Portfolio Analysis
Data from projects is comparable and easily exported for data analysis.
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1. Accessible and Flexible Data Collection

Data is easily collected and shared from the project team 
to the Verification team and DOE.
• Accommodate unique project and metric models
• Intuitive UI/UX

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each Project has unique goals and therefor it also unique table and metric structure. To track those goals we had to design a flexible data model to capture this nuance.An intuitive UI and frictionless UX experience was also imperative to encourage users to enter data.
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Data Model - Tables

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The user has the ability to add as many tables as the project requires and customize the column names. However on table creation we do have default columns to encourage a more consistent data structure across projects and convenience to users. 
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Data Model - Metrics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each metric has some standard fields such as go/no-go and units. On the values tabs you can see the goal value for each phase as well as well as the recorded value for that phase. 
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Data Model - Metrics

Presenter Notes
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2. Secure and Centralized Data

Data shared between 
project teams (national 
labs, private entities etc) 
and DOE is secure and in a 
centralized location hosted 
on the cloud.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Secure- Verify and OpenEI is hosted on the cloud and compliant with Fendmap- The public can not see proprietary data- You can see in this screenshot an example projects team page- Standard users can not see data outside of projects they are a team member of.- While the Verification team and DOE can access all projectsCentralized- Relieves the burden of file versioning and storage in disparate locations
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3. Data Analytics

Data from projects is 
comparable and easily 
exported for data 
analysis.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Intra and inter project analysis on the websiteYou can see a mockup here up some plans we have for inter project comparisonWe’re still brainstorm approaches to inter project analysis. We’re planning on learning from our experience building out inner project graphs and entering more key legacy data for BETO projects.We’re open to potentially apply this tool to Technology Verification processes outside of BETO. It was designed to be a flexible project verification tool and could have applications across DOE. 
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Thank you!
Visit The Verify Database at:  https://verify.openei.org/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending this presentation and feel free to check out verify at verify.openei.org!

https://verify.openei.org/
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